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About This Game

Incandescent is a fast paced action arcade game that scales the difficulty to your skill level. The goal is simple, pilot your ship
and defend yourself against waves of unique enemies and bosses. Different powerups will drop to help you with upgrades to

your weapons and health.

Features:
- Each play through is different and tailored to your skill level.

- Addicting gameplay that you can't put down.
- Unique bosses to challenge you.

- You can use a controller or mouse and keyboard.
- Includes a scanline feature for a more authentic arcade experience.

- Supports 720p, 1080p and 1440p.
- Local leaderboard.

- Detailed stats screen at the end of the play through.

Are you ready to battle enemy ships and attain the highest score? Incandescent awaits!
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'Rising Dusk' is a clever and surprisingly deep puzzle platformer that takes a simple mechanic (parts of the level disappear when
you collect a certain number of coins) and uses it to create very interesting challenges. The background environmental art is
gorgeous, with clever use of dithering masking a surprisingly small colour palette. The levels are full of animation and
movement, giving each area a distinct atmosphere and personality that screenshots don't do justice. Mechanics are introduced
regularly but in an approachable manner, and the ability to rerun levels and take different routes mean that even messing up at
the last minute isn't punishing. Also, as the other reviews mention, the soundtrack is fantastic; it's worth playing this game just to
listen to the music in each environment.
If you're after a relaxed and thoughtful puzzler, 'Rising Dusk' is very much recommended.. Although minimalistic, this game
has a nice atmosphere and the feeling of achievement you get once you pass a difficult level is great! Most of the levels can be
completed in different ways which means each person can have a different strategy that still works.

100% worth the 0.99 I paid for it.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p-EiPZ6QJG0. Art of any form is subjective, but there's no denying well a game is actually
well-made, with quality elements to offer. While one might not like a particular game, there's no denying (for those who aren't
ignorant) when a game is genuinely well-crafted, and this game is an example of such.

Visually, it's extremely high-fidelity and extremely detailed, with great lighting and outstanding detail. World and map design is
excellent. Gameplay is smooth, intutive, solid and extremely enjoyable, between the weapons themselves and ability to mix-and-
match weapons in right and left hand, as well as special ability and weapon drops. Weapons are creative and combat is actually
visceral for a top-down shooter. Last, but certainly not least ... gore! Copious amounts of (llama) gore.

I'm not actually a huge fan of top-down shooters, though I've played a fair amount in my time. By far, this is the one of the most
well-designed and excellent experiencces of any I've played. It just happens to be llamas.

There's a great contrast between the actually great dark atmosphere and incredible visuals that you would expect from, say, a
serious zombie game (which the dev should actually consider, because the environment is already there for it) and the fact that
you're slaughtering hordes of llamas. It's an excellent contrast.

The dev is also an extremely nice guy who I had the pleasure of speaking with in a stream, so congrats for making an overall
excellent game!. Its not exactly Men or War or even Company of Heroes, but if you want a fix of RTS with epic battles, with a
dose of historical accurarcy. This one is for you. There can literally be up to a thousand units on screen at any one time, and tank
battles are so entertaining to watch. Even features a cinematic camera mode, so after youve issued your orders you can sit back
and watch the carnage in style.

Graphically I dont think its aged that well over the five years its been out, and the gameplay has been outdone by the likes of
CoH in the RTS genre since but at the price its currently at I think its well worth for an RTS to check this game out.
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. Bump into things repeatedly until you randomly come across the exit. Thats it. I have nothing else to add to this review. Calling
this a 'game' is being generous at best as there are no puzzles, no danger, no plot. Just bump into things until you find the door.

Ignore this thing.. Before I begin this review, I wanted to say that I purchased the Outbreak trilogy together, and have so far
been really enjoying the second game in the series (Outbreak: A New Nightmare). But...

I've really tried to get into this game... I really have. I know I only have 4 hours on it, but they were spread out to allow some
time in between, and I just can't do it. I understand the game is designed to be difficult, and the developer states on numerous
instances that it is meant to be a hard game, but I think it's difficult for all the wrong reasons. I like my games hard
(that'swhatshesaid), but they also have to be enjoyable or rewarding with the difficulty... I don't feel these things with this game.

The movement and animations are so wonky, that it's virtually impossible not to get hit by anything, unless you can put what
seems like 50 feet between you and your opponent to allow the 3-5 pistol shots to kill the enemy. That would be fine, if you
could actually dodge and permanently lose enemies. Instead, they continue to chase you, and the map is a hospital full of narrow
hallways and incessant backtracking, so eventually you're going to get stuck and die.

Once I realized that you can make barricades, I thought... oh, this would makes things much easier! Instead, you can't shoot over
the barricade to damage the enemy, so it's simply just a delay tactic to what you had before. It breaks down by enemies (or
simply breaks down on its own) so fast that it's not very worthwhile.

I'm even on the simplest difficulty, in single player, and I just stand no chance. Not so much that I stink skill wise, but
eventually I just run out of resources and I get overrun before I can even get so far in the map. In the game's guide by the
developer, he states that you should fail several times on your first attempt... but I'm going at a snail's pace here. The end result
is just the same. I'm barely halfway through the thing.

Once you die 5 times trying to get the hang of the controls, the only skill of this game appears to be map memorization. The
game spawns so many enemies and gifts you so little resources that unless you know exactly where to go at the exact time,
you're going to lose. Even on the beginner difficulty! I can't find fun in a game designed this way. Again, if you could actually
dodge the enemies and progress like you could in Resident Evil, this would not be a complaint. But the enemies never go away

Maybe this game is more fun in multiplayer... I don't know. But it says that it's supposed to be balanced to be possible in single
player mode. At this point, without a strategy guide on where to go exactly in this hospital, I don't see myself ever having the
patience to complete it.

Thankfully, the second game is much more enjoyable. I highly suggest skipping this game. Even if you want to throw the
developer a buck by purchasing the trilogy pack, that's fine. His work on the other games is much better. Just save yourself the
time and frustration on this game. So much fun. Well worth the price. If you like poker you have to buy this.. Demo gave so
nice impression that felt like getting full version. No regrets, good game :)
Bias: Simulation/strategy, played Pharaoh lots way back, interest in Ancient Egypt etc.. Psychedelica of the Black Butterfly is
the first in a series of 2 Otome visual novels, the second one being released this year.
Originally only available on PSVita, Black Butterfly is another pleasant entry in the long running Idea Factory\\Otomate
tradition. Far from the boring and dull beginnings of Amnesia, this is another very good adventure\\mystery game with lots of
drama, bittersweet endings and darker tones compared to other VNs of the same genre. The writing has improved a lot in the
course of many years for Otomate products; I will state immediately that I really like the direction their visual novels are taking
and I encourage them to keep going this way, because it attracts not only a more varied audience, but its absolutely brilliant in
the long run.

Black Butterfly narrates the adventures of a group of 5 people with amnesia, each of them awakens in a strange, gigantic
mansion full of grotesque monsters and masked servants. Over time, the five strangers will manifest peculiar powers, by which
they will be able to eliminate the monsters infesting the manor and they'll gradually know each other, keeping a fragile balance
in the newly formed group. Their ultimate goal, initially uncertain, will be unveiled piece by piece, alongside their memories and
their own motives.
I will tell you right now, this is not a completely happy visual novel. It has plenty of sadness here and there and most of its
endings are bittersweet, but you shouldnt be put off by this, on the contrary, I encourage you to try it and savour a different
flavour of otome VN. While not completely different from other games of the same line, such as Code Realize or Norn9, this is
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definitely well written and structured. It isnt too long - average 10 to 15 hours - and it has a fantastic flowchart that's both very
clear and easy to access, so you can always keep track of your progress and where you should go. There's a mini game in this
VN as well, which involves the protagonist shooting the titular black butterflies with an old fashoned gun, assisted by one of the
four boys at her side (up to you to choose which one).
Requirements for the various routes are clear enough - the game litreally spells it for you - and the mini episodes associated with
the main route are short and pleasant to read. Some are clich\u00e9 as you'd expect, but not below your average summer anime
expectations.

Music, artworks and CGs are, as usual, top-notch. Amazing work has been put into each area, something that Otomate\\Idea
Factory standards never fail to deliver. The way colours blend in, the expressions of each protagonist, everything is perfectly
rendered and it complements what appears on screen. This is another area that has steadily been improved over the years and its
always a pleasant surprise.

Among many otome visual novels available on Steam, this is the standard and its difficult to beat by indie devs. If you're on the
fence, fear not, because its another really well put together product that manages to entertain and keep you guessing, while also
providing a different flavour for each main ending.. cant understand what is this a marihuana smoker dream maybe but no a
game.
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For me it was fun for less than half an hour and I don't want to continue. Game is simply not for me.

Though, it's okay as part of a bundle. So, it was not really a waste of money.. A nice derpy and fun game with pugs.. Neat little
game, unfortunately I could only play it for 20min before I got sick and had to play something else. I still recommend this game
because of its graphics and the scares I believe it can give me and my visitors.

. It's a precision platformer somewhat similar to Super Meat Boy. You control a little guy and have to avoid traps to complete
the level. The unique feature of this game is the robot arm, that helps you to solve some puzzles. Unfortunetaly, I felt it was
mostly a gimmick; it was not very well incorporated into the levels. In the later levels you mostly just control the guy, and the
robot is used for only a little bit. Had the level design been better, this game could have been great. The way it is now, though, I
can still give it a weak recommendation. Get if you like challenging platformers and would like to try this innovative gimmick,
and if it is on sale.. A mildly entertaining distraction, but I'm pretty sure this will never be finished. I'll take down this review if
it happens, but I'm not holding my breath.
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